
Eustace Middle School

Cheerleading Constitution



DISCLAIMER:
Statement

Due Process-A student is not entitled to any due process before removal
because participation in this program (cheerleading) is a privilege and not a
right. Their cheer coach will notify students of the reason for their removal.
The student is not entitled to any investigative report or full evidentiary
hearing. In student discipline matters, school officials (coaches) need only a
reasonable belief that misconduct occurred before taking disciplinary action,
including removing this extracurricular activity.

(LOCAL) This handbook adopts more stringent policies than those adopted
by Eustace ISD and Eustace Middle School as allowed by district policy.

PURPOSE:

Our cheerleader organization aims to promote leadership; maintain school
spirit; to develop and enhance the responsibility of members; to participate
in civic and community activities, and create camaraderie and friendship
between members.

SQUAD MEMBERSHIP:

The middle school cheerleading squad will consist of up to 20 members,
including mascots, or where the natural break (at the discretion of the
judging panel and coaches) occurs from the 7th through 8th grades. Cheer
Coach reserves the right to add alternate cheerleaders in the event of a tie or
other unforeseen circumstances that arise during tryouts.

TRYOUT QUALIFICATIONS:

● Have a 70 or above average in each class enrolled at the end of the
six weeks before tryouts.

● Must attend school the day of tryouts.
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● Must be in 7th or 8th grade to try out.
● Must submit an application and medical release form by the deadline

set forth by the coach or principal. (Last day of school)
● Must attend two of the four practices before tryouts.
● Candidates must perform a spirit section, an individual cheer, group

dance, and three designated jumps.
● Must provide four teacher evaluations (provided by the coaches)

before tryouts. Must be current teachers, at least 3 being core classes.
You may NOT use the current cheerleading coaches for evaluations.

● Mascots must perform a skit (minimum length-2 min./ maximum
length-3 min.) displaying support for a Eustace Bulldog sports team.

TRYOUT APPLICATION DENIALS:

● A student who has been placed in AEP or is suspended from
school during the current school year will not be permitted to try
out.

● A student who has been assigned to ISS three or more days during
the current school year will not be permitted to try out.

● A student with an excessive amount of absences based on
compulsory school attendance rules will not be permitted to try
out.

● A student who was terminated from the squad or chose to quit the
previous year may not try out.

● An application can be denied if all the criteria are not met. All
UIL rules apply, including House Bill 72, “no pass – no play.”

● If a candidate is deemed ineligible, an appeal may be submitted in
writing to the campus principal.

VIDEO TRYOUT:

JUDGING:

Performance Judging: Three (3)-qualified judges will come from outside
the district to judge the participants on the day of tryouts. Coaches hold the
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right to be on the judging panel if they choose. Judging score sheets will be
used.  Judges will be scoring candidates on the following:

1. Crowd Appeal (neatness, fitness, facial expression)
2. Projection (energy, enthusiasm, confidence)
3. Jumps (form and height, flexibility, variety)
4. Tumbling (running & Standing) (execution and technique,

difficulty)
5. Motions (Precision, arm placement, technique)
6. Dance (memory, execution, approach) Girls
7. Stunt (difficulty, technique, variety) Boys

Results: Judges’ score sheets and comments will be made available for
ONE week ONLY (approximately two weeks after tryouts).
Parents/Guardians/Students may schedule a time to review the judges’ score
sheets and their child’s comments only with the principal and the coach. All
decisions are final unless a mathematical error has occurred.
Results will be posted on the evening of tryouts.

FERPA LAW- The Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA) (20
U.S.C. § 1232g; 34 CFR Part 99) is a Federal law that protects the privacy of
student education records. The law applies to all schools that receive funds
under an applicable program of the U.S. Department of Education.

Responsibilities, Duties, Obligations

Initial Parent ______ Initial Student_________

A. Obligations
Cheerleaders will perform at all football games.
Mascots will perform at events in uniform with breaks as
designated by the coach. Mascots will have the exact
requirements as cheerleaders concerning all duties and
expectations within this constitution.

1. The cheerleaders will help promote the spirit and appropriate
behavior at all athletic events and cheerleading activities.

2. Members must be in attendance for the entire event.
3. Permission to leave the group will be given only for extreme

emergencies such as illness.  All personal business should be
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taken care of when not scheduled for practice or a scheduled
event or function.

4. Practices: Times for practices may vary. We will try for
consistency, but it is sometimes impossible to schedule practice
for the same days of the week and at the exact times. We do our
best to work with all other sports to keep your child from
having to choose a sport. Parents, please pick up your student
immediately following all activities.

5. Cheerleaders must attend all summer practices to work out as a
squad for camp and the upcoming season. We must have 100%
participation.

6. Safety: Each cheerleader will adhere to the AACCA high
school safety guidelines.  (www.aacca.org)

7. The EMS Cheer Program is as much a service organization as it
is an athletic team.  EMS Cheerleaders will participate in
community and school service activities.

B. Attendance Initial Parent ______ Initial Student_________
The coach(es) must be contacted before an absence from, leaving
early from, or arriving late to cheerleading practice or a scheduled
event even if the cheerleader is absent from school. Failure to do
so will result in demerits. For a cheerleader to participate in a pep
rally or game held on a school day, the cheerleader must be present
at school for at least one-half of the school day. Any exception
will be at the discretion of the coach and a campus administrator.

1. Excused Absences
a. Personal illness with doctor’s note on letterhead (not routine

appointments such as orthodontist, dental, etc.)
b. Death in the family
c. Unique school activity during school hours – permission

must be acquired from the coach(es) before the activity.
d. Extenuating Circumstances – with prior permission.

2. Unexcused Absences
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a. Minor illness: Unless under a doctor’s care with written
notice from that doctor on letterhead, a cheerleader is
expected and required to attend and fully participate in all
activities.

b. Work: a cheerleader may hold a part-time job, but it must
not interfere with practices, events, or any cheer activity,
whether scheduled or not

c. Doctor Appointments: Appointments may not be scheduled
during any practice, event, or activity. Practices and
performances are planned, and cheerleaders are given as
much notice as possible. We have a cheerleading period;
scheduled appointments need to be made outside this
time.

d. Family Activities: such as birthdays, family trips, etc.

3. Practice
a. Cheerleaders must be present at all scheduled practices.

Missing Pep Rallies’ planning practices will result in a
cheerleader being benched for all of or part of that Pep
Rally.

b. Cheerleaders missing one practice will be benched in the 1st

quarter of the game. Missing more than one practice in a
week will result in being benched for the entire game.

c. Cheerleaders must participate in all summer practices.
“Summer school” activities are not excused. (See excused
absences)

d. Cheerleaders are expected to be on time and adequately
attired before practice starts (must be dressed, stretched,
bathroom needs to be addressed, etc.).

4. Attendance
Cheerleaders are required to attend all activities scheduled by the
coach(es) such as photo sessions, athletic banquets, summer
camps, community service activities, UIL competition (at the
discretion of the coaches), and other EISD school-sponsored
activities, clinics, booster club activities, etc.

C. Transportation:
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When the school provides bus or van transportation, all
cheerleaders must ride the bus/van to the activity. You may sign
your child out after the event with the coaches. If you want your
child riding home with another parent, we will need written
consent before the game. Cheerleaders are subject to district
policies concerning behavior and safety while using district
transportation.

D. Camp:
1. All team members are required to attend summer camp.
2. All school and camp rules will be in effect while in attendance

at the camp.  This includes the trip to and from camp.
3. The date and location will be determined by the sponsors and

announced before the end of the school year.
4. Practice for camp will be held before the scheduled date of

camp.  All members are required to attend these practices.
5. Cheerleader rules will be followed and enforced. Any member
who violates the Cheerleader Constitution, camp rules, and/or
school rules while at camp will be sent home immediately at the
parents’ expense and will receive a minimum of 10 demerits per
incident.
6. Visitors of cheerleaders are not allowed at camp. Disciplinary

action will be taken if this occurs.
7. Cheerleaders will remain with the squad at all times. While

parents are invited to some events, they are asked to remember
that their student is not at liberty to socialize until the event
concludes and cheerleaders have been dismissed by the sponsor.

CONDUCT: Initial Parent ______ Initial Student_________

Cheerleaders are expected to be good examples to all other students in
his/her classes and the community. Students that conflict with this
philosophy will be removed at the coach’s discretion. The Coaches will
evaluate all negative student behavior (while in cheer, other classes, or in
public), and appropriate disciplinary action will be determined based on the
severity of the incident and its impact on the team.
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One would think that participation in these activities is a privilege and not a
right, allows school officials greater latitude to impose restrictions on
out-of-school behavior, including speech. The Supreme Court has even
noted that:

By choosing to “go out for the team,” [students] voluntarily subject
themselves to a degree of regulation even higher than that imposed on
students generally….Somewhat like adults who choose to participate in a
“closely regulated industry,” students who voluntarily participate in school
athletics have reason to expect intrusions upon normal rights and privileges,
including privacy. Vernonia Sch. Dist. 47Jv. Acton, 515 U.S. 646, 657
(1995).

Discipline and Conduct: Probation, suspension, and dismissal.

The cheerleading organization’s integrity and reputation are based
upon the personal and team conduct on and off-campus. All
cheerleaders and mascots are to conduct themselves respectably, obey
the rules and regulations in force for Eustace Middle School students,
and comply with all rules, regulations, and expectations found in the
cheerleader constitution. The general conduct of a cheerleader is
essential to the reputation of the ENTIRE squad.

A. Definitions
1. Issues concerning discipline and/or conduct may be

handled by utilizing either a disciplinary referral or
through demerits at the discretion of the coach(es).

2. A Probationary Period shall be defined as a disciplinary
action taken when a Cheerleader has committed a violation
that could lead to dismissal. Once a cheerleader is put on a
Probationary Period, any subsequent violations may
constitute immediate dismissal. Probationary Periods will
be used at Coach(es) and Principal discretion. If the
violation is severe enough, the coach (es) and
administration will deem probation unnecessary, and
immediate removal from the program will be enforced.

3. Benching shall be defined as not being able to perform in
any performances of the squad. The length of benching
will be determined by the coach(es).
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4. Dismissal shall be defined as no participation in the
squad’s activity for the remainder of the year. A dismissed
member must turn in all school-owned uniforms and any
other issued item.

B. Dismissal:
Cheerleaders may be subject to dismissal from the squad for the
remainder of the year with no probation or may be prohibited from
trying out the following year for:
1. Violation of the EISD alcohol and drug policy.
2. Violation of EISD tobacco policy.
3. Violations of EISD fight policy.
4. Third time and/or assigned day to ISS.
5. Any act that results in in-school suspension.
6. Violation of the law, other than a minor traffic violation.
7. If a Eustace Cheerleader is in uniform off-campus and found by

a Eustace Independent School District Employee violating the
Cheerleading Constitution, he/she will be immediately
dismissed from the squad.

C. Grades:
Cheerleaders with failing grades at the end of a six-week grading
period will be placed on probation from events for the next
three-week period. Participation at all practices is still required.
Cheerleaders are also expected to attend home games and sit with
the coach(es). Cheerleaders placed on probation due to failing
grades two or more times may be subject to dismissal.

D. Conduct:
1. ISS assignment by the principal or assistant, for discipline
reasons, will result in an automatic benching for the length of the
disciplinary action taken by the school. The allotted demerits (5)
will be assigned per day of ISS. Cheerleader/Mascot will still be
expected to travel and attend games and will be required to sit with
the coach(es). Failure to do so will be treated as an absence from
the game.
2. Suspension from school will result in automatic dismissal from
the squad.
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3. Any offense that brings unfavorable publicity to the school or
squad that occurs at a school-sponsored activity or any outside
activity will result in disciplinary actions

E. Demerit System
The following demerit system serves as a guideline for the
behavior and conduct expected of a cheerleader. During a
cheerleader’s participation in class, practice, or any scheduled
event, the demerit system may be waived. A cheerleader may be
dismissed from the squad for insubordination, non-participation,
or failure to cooperate by the coach(es).
a. A total of 20 demerits will terminate membership.
b. Demerit count begins immediately following the election and

will continue to accrue during the time a student is a
cheerleader.

c. Demerits may be given to any member during any practice,
camp, competition, or any scheduled event.

d. A record of each member’s demerits is kept by the sponsor(s).
e. Anyone who receives five or more demerits in any one week

will be benched for the following week’s activities; the parent
will be contacted by the coach(es).

f. If a cheerleader receives 15 demerits, the parent will be
contacted by the coach(es) for a conference.

*Benching: to be benched means that the cheerleader must attend all
practices, attend the activity, dress in the appropriate uniform, and sit with
the coach(es) without socializing with his/her peers for the entire event or
activity.

Demerits regarding insubordination:
No disrespect directed to the coach(es) will be tolerated. No disrespect,
rudeness, or mean comments to teammates will be tolerated. Any acts of
discontent (temper tantrums, eye-rolling, leaving the squad, talking under
breath, etc.) will be considered disrespectful to the coach(es), and demerits
will be issued.

a. Poor or dangerous conduct on a bus/van 4
b. Disrespect or poor attitude 4
c. Poor conduct or unbecoming acts (such as kissing in

public, hickeys, dressing in public, holding hands, etc.) 4
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d. Profanity at any time 4
e. Not obeying coach(es) commands 2
f. Not standing at attention during performance 2
g. Unnecessary talking during an event 2
h. Talking to anyone outside the squad without

permission while performing at any event, performance, 3
competition or scheduled activity.

i. After being warned, not cheering.  CHEERLEADERS 4
MUST CHEER!

j. Mascots not wearing approved apparel during entire performance
3

k. ANY behavior that disrupts any practice, event,
performance, competition, or scheduled activity 4

l.   Disciplinary offense not specifically mentioned 1-5

Demerits regarding uniforms:
a. Chewing gum during any performance or practice 2
b. Eating or drinking while performing at an event 2
c. Wearing jewelry with any uniform, either at practice

or during any performance.  (This includes any body piercing) 2
d. Rips in uniform or dirty, unkempt uniform 3
e. Incorrect uniform to school as designated 3
f. Incorrect uniform to scheduled event or performance

(Cheerleader will be benched and receive demerits) 4
g. Wrong or no socks, improper shoes, wrong hair ribbon. 2
h. Allowing anyone not in cheerleading to wear any

part of the uniform/warmups without approval from the sponsors
3
i. Wearing any uniform or apparel on undesignated day 1
j. Wearing uniform in public places or to non-scheduled activities.

2
This includes wearing a uniform in public after a game.

k. Wearing other articles with uniform (ex.  sweatpants, 2
sweatshirts, flip-flops)

l. Incomplete uniform at any time 2

Demerits regarding scheduled activities and practices:
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a. Unexcused absence from a scheduled activity/practice 3
with prior notice.

b. Unexcused absence from a scheduled activity/practices 5
without prior notice

c. Excused absence from a scheduled activity/practice 2
without prior notice

d.    Leaving early without permission from the sponsor 3
e.    Late to any practice, event, or performance 2
f. Late returning from any break at practice or a scheduled event/ 2

performance.
g. Assignment to ISS (will result in an automatic benching

for the duration of ISS assignment)(per day) 5
h. Not dressed out, including shoes for practice 3
i. Not riding the bus/van to a function without prior approval from

coach(es). (not riding with the squad will result in benching for that
game/performance). 3

j. Unsportsmanlike conduct at any time. 4

Demerits regarding citizenship and miscellaneous items:
a. Violation of EHS Code of Conduct and cheerleading constitution

including dress code while on a school campus or in a non-school
setting where observed and\or recognized by others as a cheerleader.
2-5

b. Late paying fees and invoices- per day 1
c. Late turning in articles issued by school – per day 2
d. Use of cell phones during any practice, event, competition, 2

scheduled activity without permission from the coach(es).
e.   Not assisting in cleaning up after any practice, event,                      2

or performance.
f. Not assisting in loading \ unloading equipment before or after 2

performance.

At the discretion of the coach(es), demerits for minor offenses may be
worked off. (Example: 20 jumps, ten standing tumblings per demerit).
Coach(es) will determine when and if this is applicable.

Special Situations:
Suppose the administration feels the need to alter any part of the Eustace
ISD Cheerleader Constitution for the good of the organization. In that
case, he\she may do so without prior notice or discussion. The coach(es)
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and administration will deal with any unique situation that may arise and
is not explicitly addressed in this constitution individually.

Random Drug Testing Program for Eustace High School and Middle
School Extra-Curricular Activities

OVERVIEW

This program is designed to positively impact the students who attend the
secondary schools of Eustace ISD. It is in no way intended to be punitive.
However, it is intended to teach self-responsibility and that there will be
consequences for behaviors that are deemed inappropriate for extracurricular
participation specifically and for active participation in society in general.

STATEMENT OF NEED AND PURPOSE

Recognizing that observed and suspected use of alcohol and illicit drugs by
Eustace Independent School District extracurricular activity participants is
occurring, a program of deterrence will be instituted as a proactive approach
to try and help achieve a drug-free environment in our schools. Likewise,
through participation in extracurricular activities, students using illegal drugs
pose a threat to their health and safety and that of the other students.
Additionally, extracurricular activity participants who use illegal drugs while
representing the Eustace Independent School District become a tremendous
liability for the district.

The purpose of this program is threefold:

1. To provide for the health and safety of all extracurricular activity
participants.

2. To undermine the effects of peer pressure by providing a legitimate
reason for participants of extracurricular activities to refuse illegal
drugs.
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3. To encourage extracurricular activity participants who are using drugs
to participate in drug treatment programs.

Testing of drugs or narcotics in the student’s system is in no way an
investigative tool of any law enforcement agency. A positive test result will
not result in criminal prosecution. It is the ultimate goal of the drug-testing
program to abolish drug use and abuse instead of prosecution.

TESTING REQUIREMENTS (MANDATORY)

This policy applies to all Eustace Independent School District students in
grades 7-12 who participate in an extra-curricular activity.

In the initial test (to begin the 2002-03 school year), all students involved in
extracurricular activities from grade 7 through 12 will be tested. Testing will
continue through the student’s senior year. Students must withdraw from
athletic programs at semester to avoid further testing.

Thereafter, incoming 6th and 7th-grade students must submit to a mandatory
drug test within the first three weeks of each school year if they plan to
participate in any extracurricular activity. Transfer students or move-ins
who plan to participate in extracurricular activities must submit to a
mandatory drug test within the first three weeks following their enrollment
in the Eustace Independent School District if they plan to participate in an
extracurricular activity.

Students in grades 8, 10, 11, and 12 must submit to a mandatory drug test
within the first three weeks of their decision to participate in any
extracurricular activity if they have not previously attended and been
subjected to the required testing.

TESTING REQUIREMENTS (RANDOM)

All students in grades 7-12 who participate in any extracurricular activity are
subject to a random drug test once every three weeks or as often as random
tests are scheduled.

Random testing will take place at least 12 times during a school year, with a
minimum of 20 students chosen for random samples. These students’ names
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will be randomly and confidentially selected from a drug-testing vendor.
They will be required to submit a sample immediately upon request. All
specimens will be collected, adhering immediately to a strict chain of
custody.

Any student refusing to submit to testing will forfeit membership in
program(s).

NOTIFICATION OF PARENTS

Parents will be notified of the results of the drug test each time their child
tests.

Traces: If the test shows traces of an illegal substance, a conference with
the student and their parent or adult representative, the campus principal, and
a coach or sponsor will be requested if the student plans to continue
participation in any extracurricular activity. The student and parent or adult
representative will be advised of substance abuse counseling available to the
student and family. The student and the student’s family will be responsible
for any expenses incurred for counseling.
Positive: If the test is positive for an illegal substance, the campus principal
will schedule and conduct a due-process conference within five school days.
Consequences will begin immediately when the campus administration is
notified of a positive test by the lab. Coaches and sponsors of all
extracurricular activities the student is involved in should also be asked to
participate in this conference.

CONSEQUENCES FOR POSITIVE RESULTS
(All offenses are cumulative for a student’s career)

FIRST POSITIVE TEST

Suspension: A student who tests positive for the first time is suspended from
all extracurricular activity performances and competitions for 30 calendar
days. However, this student must continue to participate in all practice
sessions as determined by the sponsor or coach during this suspension
period.
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Counseling: A student who tests positive for the first time must complete a
mandatory substance abuse educational/counseling program.

Additional Testing: Following the 30 calendar day suspension of a
student who tests positive for the first time, the student must submit to drug
testing within five calendar days before extracurricular privileges are
reinstated. The student must also submit to retesting on each test date after
that until the student graduates or is no longer involved in extracurricular
activities.

All tests must yield a negative result. A positive test during this period,
including traces, will be considered a second positive test.

Additional Counseling: Following the 30 calendar day suspension of a
student who tests positive for the first time, the student must continue with
regular substance abuse counseling for three months to continue
participating in extracurricular activities.
Exception: For a student who has one positive test in grades 7-8, the first
positive test in grades
9-12 will carry the same consequences as outlined in this policy for a first
positive test.

SECOND POSITIVE TEST

Suspension: A student who tests positive for the second time is suspended
from all extracurricular activities for one calendar year. The student will not
be able to participate in any activity aspect, including practices, travel,
competition, performances, etc.

Counseling: A student who tests positive for the second time must complete
a mandatory substance abuse educational/counseling program.

Additional Testing: Following the one-year suspension of a student who
tests positive for a second time, the student must submit to drug testing
within five calendar days before extracurricular privileges are reinstated.
The student must also submit to re-testing on each test date after that until
the student graduates or is no longer involved in extracurricular activities.
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All tests must be negative. A positive test, including traces, will be
considered a third positive test during this period.

Additional Counseling: Following the one-year suspension of a student who
tests positive for a second time, the student must continue with regular
substance abuse counseling for six months to continue participating in
extracurricular activities.

THIRD POSITIVE TEST

Extracurricular participation privileges were withdrawn permanently: For
a student who receives a third positive test, all extracurricular participation
privileges will be permanently removed for the remainder of his / her student
career at Eustace ISD.

REFUSAL TO COMPLY WITH ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS

Consequences: For a student who fails to comply with the counseling
requirements during the suspension period, or the additional testing and
counseling requirements during the probation period following their return
to extracurricular activities, the consequences will be the same as if they had
received another positive test. Students not able to provide urine samples
within 30 minutes will be subject to hair sampling.

ADULTERATED URINALYSIS SPECIMEN

Suppose a student submits a specimen for urinalysis that has been altered or
tampered with somehow, in the lab technicians’ opinion. In that case, the
student will be required to submit another specimen immediately upon
demand.

Consequences: Failure to submit another specimen immediately upon
demand will have the same consequences as if the original specimen
suspected of adulteration had been a positive test.

Eustace ISD will not be responsible for any cost incurred during
substance abuse education/counseling.
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AMENDMENTS:

Amendments to this constitution may be made at the discretion of the coach
and principal with the superintendent’s verbal approval. All members will
receive a copy of any changes that are made.

The coach and principal reserve the right to interpret rules.

Effective Date
These rules and regulations become effective on the date of and shall govern
the election of the 2020-2021 Eustace ISD cheerleaders and after that.
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Constitution Understanding and Agreement

My signature below certifies that I have read, discussed, and understand the
responsibilities, expectations, demerit system, and drug policy for Eustace High
School cheerleaders/mascot in the approved EMS Cheerleader Constitution. I agree
that if my child earns a position on the EMS squad, I will assist her/him in
adhering to these policies throughout the school year.

Parent Signature: _____________________________
Date: _______________

Child’s Signature: ________________________________
Date:________________

Parent email:__________________________________
Physical
Address:________________________________________________________
_______________________________________
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